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Business Challenges

The installation of communication platforms

Traditionally, the physical presence of at

for the oil and gas industry has traditionally

least one drilling expert was required to

been a time consuming, expensive and

provide the necessary oversight at a drilling

complicated process. The setup of a fixed

site. Unfortunately, this support included

antenna

a

substantial inefficiency with experts facing

communications engineer on site, not only

significant downtime waiting for each phase

driving up costs, but also making the

of the operation to commence. As a result,

equipment

remote monitoring of drilling sites through

Winegard’s

platform

required

vulnerable

Internet data transmission has been a major

with

boom to the drilling industry. Using remote

antenna systems that can establish an

monitoring, a handful of experts can

automatic satellite connection with the

manage multiple sites around the clock.

solve

of

damage.
VSAT

antennas

line

to

auto-acquire

these

problems

push of a button, and be transported safely
and easily.
Regardless, a fixed antenna installation
process still requires a company to send a
communications engineer to the particular
site.

A

satellite

antenna

system

that

manually acquires a signal requires a
trained technician to position the antenna
on the correct satellite signal. Since drilling
rigs move on a regular basis, it is necessary
to send an engineer from site to site to

WX1200 with Custom Skid Mount Reflector Down

uninstall and then reinstall the fixed VSAT
antenna communications equipment. This
process is costly, time consuming, and
makes
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the

equipment

vulnerable

to

damage. Furthermore, the potential for

the dish, controller, router and RF modem

political instability inside some countries

permanently connected and located within

can cause difficulty transporting engineers

a single assembly. The VSAT systems are

in and out, and safety concerns sometimes

protected and easily transported in a skid

makes travel impossible.

that is designed to fit in most 4X4 utility
vehicles and trucks.

Technical Solutions
When

traditional

methods

No travelling technician required

of

communication are no longer feasible due

The cost of sending a trained technician for

to the location of the drilling site or

the

technological difficulties, VSAT antennas

readjustments for maximum signal strength

can provide video surveillance,

Internet,

compounds quickly. The technician's time

on-demand.

and travel costs drive up the cost every

and

phone

Winegard’s

connectivity
auto-acquire

VSAT

antenna

initial

setup,

all

relocations,

and

time a company needs to move or repoint a

systems are designed around the strongest,

VSAT terminal.

most rugged gear trains and motors in the
industry.

All

Winegard

VSAT

antenna
In addition, satellite bandwidth capacity is

systems include a fully integrated antenna

not compromised with an auto-acquire

controller that features single cable, single

system. In fact, satellite pointing accuracy is

pushbutton operation without requiring an
external

PC.

Winegard’s

much more consistent and reliable on an

auto-acquire

auto-acquire system than a manual-acquire

system is computerized to search for the

system, unless a technician physically points

appropriate satellite, identify the correct

a manual-acquire antenna and calls the

satellite, and lock on the signal.

Network Operations Center to optimize
cross-pole

isolation.

Winegard’s

auto-

Winegard’s antenna systems are designed

acquire system achieves maximum signal

for mobility, and can be manufactured with

strength at setup, and every time the
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system is moved or redeployed, it also has

Business benefits

the capability to re-peak on the satellite.
This

process

helps

environmental
compromised

ensure

conditions
signal

harsh

have

strength

Winegard’s VSAT antennas offer a solution

due

for

not

remote

to

extreme

customizable to fit various needs. While the
cost of an auto-acquire system is higher

sand or ice. For a manual fixed systems, a

than a manual-acquire system, it quickly

trained technician must re-position the

pays for itself. No special skills are required

satellite antenna to recover maximum signal

to deploy the system.

strength.

Conclusion

Ease of repair
units

and

environments. These systems are highly

environmental conditions such as shifting

Winegard

areas

also

feature

Since Winegard’s VSAT systems can be

field

deployed anywhere, drilling operations can

serviceability, meaning they are built on a

be centralized in data centers in strategic

modular design that enables repairs onsite

locations, reducing the head count on site.

to save time and money. Only damaged

Highly experienced personnel can manage

parts need to be replaced, not the entire

multiple sites remotely which allows not

unit. Winegard VSAT antennas also allow

only for better service but also cost savings.

for remote troubleshooting of problems,

When drilling operations are completed

something that can reduce diagnostic and

and a site move is required, the Winegard

repair times significantly. Furthermore, to

VSAT can be loaded onto a utility vehicle

minimize the issues on a satellite unit,

and moved to the next site. From a cold

Winegard makes preventive maintenance

start to full network connectivity it takes less

easy to perform by providing easy-to-follow

than five minutes. If the satellite signal

manufacturer instructions.

weakens due to movement of the skid
base, the antenna automatically realigns
without
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losing

connectivity,

or

compromising the efficient use bandwidth.
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